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The Amant campus extends across three 
blocks in rapidly changing, industrial 
North Brooklyn, with artist studios, 
galleries, offices, storage, and a cafe. 
Acme’s Perla clay brick is installed using 
all its faces, especially including the 
fluted "back" of the brick. Turned to 
staccato effect, its irregular and dense 
verticals render any sense of running bond 
meaningless. A result is to create buildings 
as unified volumes, not assembled planes 
with recognizable patterns. Contrasting 
stack bond in transitions and interior 
spaces show the versatility of the Perla 
brick and its remarkable ability to mimick 
both the gritty industrial noise outside and 
the clean, quiet gallery inside, simply by 
changing exterior faces.

We like how the reverse side of this brick erases the running 
bond pattern to create an abstracted texture when seen from a 
distance. Up close, the fluted backs reveal the processes of production, 
including the fabrication number stamps, which appear as notations 
and marks on the clay. As one enters, the curved walls use the smooth 
face of the full-depth brick—a transition from outside noise to a visually 
quiet white box gallery space, foregrounding the exhibitions within.”

— Kevin Lamyuktseung, Project Manager, SO–IL.org

“

Novel Texture for a 
Mini-Campus Amid 
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b.o. entry brick, el. +9'–2 5/8"
b.o. entry ceiling, el. +9'– 0 "
t.o. brick at b.o. cafe door opening, 
el. +7'–5 3/4"
b.o. brick at t.o. window opening, 
el. +7'– 0 1/2"
reference elev. el. +4'– 0"
t.o. brick at b.o. window opening, 
el. +3'–3 3/4"
t.o. brick at b.o. window opening, 
el. +2'–101/2"
t.o.s. topping slab, el. +0'– 0"
t.o. existing structure curb, el. –0'–2"
              t.o. existing structure slab, 
              el. –0'– 4"

2 5/8"  ea.
21/4" ,  3/8"  ea.

fluted back courses A, B, C
75/8" ,  3/8"  ea.

cored brick, "fluting" exposed
8" ea.

line of brick face
mortar depth align with fluting

21/4" ,  3/8"  ea.
cored brick velour, course A

mortar joint consistent 3/8"  ea.
curved line of brick face
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